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Illuminate is a professional, not-for-profit specialising in mental health
coaching and training to help people make positive changes.

We are specialists in coaching and training and have a proven track
record of 13 years of experience in developing people to become more
confident and resilient whilst strengthening their mental wellbeing. 

As a coaching organisation we see the relationship with the individual
as a professional partnership to develop resilience, strengths, and
motivation. All key to good mental health and wellbeing affecting
relationships both personal and professional.

We believe good mental health and good
work are interdependent
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Sam Greenley 
Founder manager and
accredited coach

Maria Varallo  
Founder manager and
accredited coach and trainer

Jeremy Gulvin 
Trainer & accredited coach 

Plus a team of associate
coaches and trainers  

 

Our TeamProfile
Established 2008 as a
Charitable Incorporated
Organisation. Illuminate
specialises in wellbeing
coaching, training and
facilitation. 

Our passion is to create a level
playing field where coaching is
available to people regardless
of their personal
circumstances. 
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charity registration no. 1159412

Our Vision
 

Our vision is that anyone experiencing poor mental health has access
to the coaching and training support they need to help them lead

meaningful lives, particularly at work

 
 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/illuminatecharity


Illuminate provided a specialised wellbeing coaching and resilience training
package for managers and their teams at England's largest not-for-profit
provider of housing for older people, 10,500 employees and a turnover of
£530.7m.

We worked with 77 managers and the results are included in this report. The
time frame was three months from beginning to end and we produced an
evaluation report so the client can see the results, feedback, and the impact
of our service on the teams. 

As a team, we have been impressed with the 100% attendance for training
and coaching sessions and it has been very rare that someone has needed
to rearrange their session. We understand for many in-house coaches and
trainers it is nowhere near as high.

Our independence, being an external provider, was highly welcomed and key
to the success of this project. Importantly feedback stated that working with
an external coach meant they could have more honest and in-depth
conversations more than they could with their managers. This led to a more
honest and professional relationship with positive outcomes.
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Over view 

“This has helped me take a step back, stop and focus more on my own
resilience, so I can better support my team with their wellbeing and resilience.
The phrase that resilience is not about how we endure, but how we recharge

has really struck a chord - thank you.”

Illuminate’s Values
1.People first - the wellbeing of the people we work is at the heart of everything we do.
2.  We have integrity – we act fairly and honestly. 
3.  We are collaborative – we make a difference by working together to tackle the
huge issue of mental health.
4.  We are always learning – we grow and adapt to make sure we meet the needs of
those we are here to support.



77 operational managers across the organisation participated in the 5
Resilience for Teams training days,
Resilience for Teams is one day or two half days of training.

Outcomes agreed: -
1.An understanding of how the brain and body react to stress. 
2.Introduction and insight into techniques for managing stress, anxiety and
build resilience.
3.An understanding of practical application in cascading to their teams. 

Evaluation results: - 
76% scored it as excellent
23% very good
1% OK

100% would recommend the training
96% now have a better understanding of resilience
4% would like to know more and will follow up through their coaching
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The training 

    "Loved the training. Understanding that a lot of stresses are outside of my
control so breaking it all down to what I can control was an eye-opener. I am going

to share this with my team, thank you."
 



The focus was on supporting managers to develop their leadership roles whilst
being mindful of their own wellbeing and development. 

Common themes were personal and professional development as managers
evolve and learn to become leaders. Identifying and tackling outdated or
unhelpful beliefs and ideas about themselves and their potential. Developing
skills and confidence.

Mental wellbeing was at the heart of these conversations and by raising their
awareness of their own wellbeing and mental health they, in turn, could
manage more effectively the wellbeing of their teams. 

Outcomes agreed:-
1.Managers will be enabled, motivated, resourceful, and more resilient. 
2.Increase feeling valued and in control. 
3.Identified their personal strengths and skills. Received coaching around
mental health and wellbeing. 
4.Increased confidence cascading learning through their leadership 
 
Evaluation results: - 
87% scored excellent
13% very good
100% would recommend the coaching 
75% gained practical strategies for their role
83% gained greater confidence in their role
92% gained coping strategies for stress and overwhelm
100% stated the coaching sessions were beneficial and helpful
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The coaching 

"Coaching made such a difference by allowing time to reflect on my management and
leadership skills, so I can anticipate what I need to draw on and develop. It's extremely

useful to explore this, without judgment and with an objective experienced person."
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Summary 

 
Maria Varallo 
maria@illuminatecharity.org.uk
07974 952724

Working with housing associations sits well with Illuminate's values and vision.
We have similar aims and common thinking about the importance of
maintaining good mental health in the workplace.
 
It is clear that capitalising on our independence and impartiality whilst utilising
our expertise in coaching and training brings significant benefits for
organisations big and small. 

Our work is innovative and professional offering powerful support and
learning in uncertain times. This demonstrates the value an organisation has for
its greatest asset.

 
 

 

“We have similar aims as Illuminate and common thinking about the importance of good mental
health in the workplace. Our amazing people are the cornerstone of Anchor Hanover Group. It

has been a hugely challenging year for all of us and we know the impact that has had. By working
with specialists Illuminate we want to make sure our workforce are given the support and tools

they need to maintain good mental health.”
 

Sam Leonard-Rawlings, Head of Organisational
Development at Anchor Hanover Group

 
 

 
Sam Greenley
sam@illuminatecharity.org.uk
07841187285
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